
LIVESTREAM 
SHOPPING SCRIPT 

TEMPLATE THAT 
BOOSTS SALES



Livestream shopping merges the ease of online shopping with the entertainment 
and interaction of a live broadcast, resulting in an exceptional shopping 
experience. During a livestream shopping session, viewers can watch as the host 
presents various products, ask questions and even make purchases directly from 
the livestream. This engaging experience has proven to be remarkably effective in 
boosting sales, with many companies reporting a significant increase in revenue 
after incorporating livestream shopping into their marketing strategies.

Below, we have created a one-to-many livestream shopping script template that 
is guaranteed to boost sales for your business.

LIVESTREAM SHOPPING SCRIPT 
INTRODUCTION



LIVESTREAM
SHOPPING SCRIPT
BEGINNING

[Address your audience from the start]

Good day, everyone, and welcome to our livestream shopping event! My name 
is [your name], and I am delighted to present to you some amazing products 
that you don’t want to miss out on. [Brand you are livestreaming for] is an 
incredible brand which [explain values – talk about 3-5 separate values your 
brand represents], but you probably already knew that!

While we wait for more people to join, why don’t you tell us where you are joining 
us from today in the comments?

[call out names and locations]

[Inform the audience the value of the livestream]

Today, we are thrilled to offer you exclusive deals and discounts that you won't 
find anywhere else, so be sure to stay tuned until the end of the stream to take 
full advantage of all the incredible offers. We’re also going to be talking about 
[product] which can help you overcome [pain point]. Trust me, I know exactly 
what it’s like! 

[Greet audience with a help statement – what you specialise in and what you 
hope to achieve] 

As I’ve said before, my name is [your name] and I am a [job role] at [company] 
that specialises in [expertise] to achieve [benefit]. A fun fact about me is [insert 
fun fact].

ONE TO MANY



LIVESTREAM SHOPPING SCRIPT 
MIDDLE

[Explain the content of the livestream, including products and discounts]

Let's begin with our first product, the [product name], designed to 
[describe the product and its benefits, summarise the benefits at the 
end]. Originally priced at [original price], we are offering it for a limited 
time [describe the timeframe] at an irresistible discount of [discount 
percentage] %, making it an excellent bargain!

This product is ideal for [describe your target audience and how this 
product can solve their problem]. And what's more? It boasts [describe 
any additional benefits that make this product stand out]. Don't miss 
out on this amazing deal, get yours before [timeframe ending], before 
it's too late!

But don't take my word for it. Listen to what some of our satisfied 
customers have to say about their experience with the [product name]. 
[read out a few testimonials or play a video of satisfied customers talking 
about their experience with the product].



LIVESTREAM SHOPPING SCRIPT 
MIDDLE

Before we proceed with showcasing more fantastic products, we have 
some limited time offers that you don't want to miss out on. For the next 
[time frame], we're offering a special discount on the [product name], 
[product name], and [product name]. Hurry and take advantage of these 
exceptional deals before they expire!

[Share and repeat]

Now, let's move on to our next product, the [product name], crafted to 
[describe the product and its benefits]. At its original price of [original 
price], it is a fantastic value. But for a limited time, we are offering it 
at a discounted price of [discounted price], giving you a [discount 
percentage] % discount!

This product is perfect for [describe your target audience and how this 
product can solve their problem]. And the best part? It features [describe 
any additional benefits that make this product stand out]. Don't wait, 
order yours today before it's too late!

[Q&A]

Before we wrap up, we'd like to hear from you. Do you have any questions 
about our products? Feel free to type them in the chat, and I'll be happy 
to answer them.



LIVESTREAM SHOPPING SCRIPT 
END

[Share your call to action]

Thank you for joining us in this livestream shopping event! We hope you found 
some incredible products that you're excited to try. Remember, these deals 
won't last forever, so take advantage of them while you can. We look forward to 
seeing you again soon!

Email:  getintouch@conferwith.io  Phone: (+44) 203 925 0444  Website: conferwith.io


